**CROSS COUNTRY RESPONSIBILITY CODE**

1. Always check posted trail conditions.
2. Ski on the right and keep to the right of posted signs and markings. Keep off closed trails.
3. Always ski to the right when meeting on crossing skiers and when skiing on double track.
4. Find the track in favor of slower skiers and skiers calling "track".
5. Ski in control. In two-way trails descending skiers have the right-of-way.
6. Do not stop where you obstruct a trail, or are not visible to others. Move off the track quickly if you fall or during rest stops.
9. Always check posted trail conditions.
10. Ski in indicated direction and obey all posted signs and warnings. Keep off closed trails.
11. Always ski to the right when meeting on crossing skiers and when skiing on double track.
12. Yield the track to faster skiers and skiers calling "track".
13. Ski in control. On two-way trails decending skiers have the right-of-way.
14. Do not stop where you obstruct a trail, or are not visible to others. Move off the track quickly if you fall or during rest stops.

---

**Fat Bike Trails - Preferred Routes**

1. **Intermediate** - 4.5 km
   - Raven's Revenge - to Jutland
2. **Advanced** - 9 km
   - Full Ravens Revenge - Jutland
3. **Advanced** - 9 km
   - Great Big View, Finger Glades and Marmots Mess

*p lease note: Fat Bikers may utilize sections of Great Big View, Finger Glades and Marmots Mess*